Newsletter Feb 2015 - 10th Edition
• With this being our 10th newsletter we thought we would do something a bit different to celebrate.
The main aim of this newsletter is for you to have fun, fun, fun. We have 10 fascinating and at times obscure facts.
• Enter our competition to win a great prize. Details below.
• Welcome to our new forever vet Dr Chris vanTonder.
• We have also thrown in one serious and very important article for those cat owners out there. So sit back in your
favourite chair in front of the air-conditioner (or fan) and enjoy!

Welcome Dr Chris vanTonder
Larger than life, our new vet Chris was born in South Africa. He graduated from vet school in 1992 and opened a small
animal clinic in Pretoria in 1994. In his clinic he not only treated cats and dogs but also wildlife, farm animals, reptiles, snakes
and birds. One patient that sticks in his mind is the 3 metre rock python he treated for a mouth infection! He also tells the
story about the wild buffalo that required treatment and of course had to be sedated before being this could happen. After
treating the buffalo Chris started to give the reversal injection to wake it. He casually asked his fellow vet if he had given it
yet obviously thinking the answer would be no. Turns out the other vet had, and upon feeling the injection the buffalo leapt
to its feet. It was probably the fastest Chris has ever run in his entire life!
In 2008 Chris sold his practice and left South Africa. He and his family moved to Adelaide where he started working on April
fool’s day 2009 (there’s a joke here somewhere). He has worked in two emergency clinics since being in SA, Roseworthy
and Anzac Highway.
A jovial fun natured person, Chris loves to keep us smiling and laughing. His passion for being a vet is easy to see and he is
a natural at building rapports with animals and people alike.
It is unlikely that you will leave the consult room without hearing one of his many great stories or jokes!
On top of his amazing personality, Chris also brings with him 20+ years of vetting experience and knowledge. There is
not much that he hasn’t seen or isn’t willing to treat. His experience in emergency care means that he is most capable of
managing those difficult trauma cases too.
In his spare time Chris enjoys going camping with his wife and two children and just generally spending quality time with
his family. Chris highly recommends the coffee at The Vet Clinic and makes good use of the coffee machine! Being a fan of
great food and wine he couldn’t be in a better place than the Barossa Valley-not to mention the fabulous nurses he gets to
work with!
We are thrilled to have Chris on board with us and look forward to him being here for many years to come!
Did we mention that he is likes to have fun?! We were trying to get a nice photo – took a couple of goes!!

No Chris, we said “smile”… very
funny…yes ha, ha, ha… that’s better!

10 Fun and Interesting Animal
Facts (+ extra bonus facts)
Did you know that:
1. The Beatles song “A Day in the Life” has an extra high
pitched whistle audible only to dogs. It was recorded by
Paul McCartney for the enjoyment of his Shetland sheepdog.
2. When Lord Byron was informed that his dog was not
allowed to come with him to Cambridge Trinity College he
retaliated by bringing a bear instead.
3. The wetness of a dog’s nose is essential for determining
what direction a smell is coming from.
4. Hyenas aren’t actually dogs. They are more closely related
to cats.
5. Baks the blind boxer has a seeing-eye goose named
Buttons. Buttons the four year old goose leads her friend
around everywhere either by hanging onto him with her
neck, or by honking to tell him which way to go.
6. Ants never sleep. Also they don’t have lungs.
7. Sharks are immune to cancer.
8. A newborn Chinese water deer is so small it can (almost)
be held in the palm of a hald

The flamingo can only eat when its head is upside down.
National “dance like a chicken day” falls on the 14th of May
every year – get your dancing shoes ready! (Guess what we
at The Vet Clinic will be doing every 14th of May now!)
Frogs cannot swallow without blinking
The placement of the eyes of a donkey enables them to see
all four of their legs at all times.
Cows from different areas have a different moo accent
You are more likely to be killed by a champagne cork than a
poisonous spider. (I’d still prefer to play with a champagne
cork!)
Male Gentoo and Adelie penguins propose to females by
giving them a pebble. (Perhaps that explains the giving of an
engagement ring amongst humans!)
In just 7 years a single pair of cats and their offspring can
produce a staggering total of 420,000 kittens. (PLEASE
everyone, desex your cats!)
The starfish is the only animal capable of turning its stomach
inside out. (Not sure why you would want to!)
Some African animal facts in honour of our new South
African vet, Chris
There is a butterfly in Africa with enough poison in its body
to kill 6 cats.
A hippopotamus sweats pink, this also acts like a sunscreen
Elephants have a specific alarm call that means “human”
An elephant can smell water up to 3 miles away.
African buffalo herds display voting behaviour in which
individuals register their travel preference by standing up,
looking in one direction then lying back down. Only adult
females can vote.

9. Turtles can breathe through their butts!
(talk about bad breath!)
10. On average, there are 50,000 spiders per acre in green
areas. Bet you’ll think twice before going outside now.
Here are a few more just for fun!
A prison in Washington pairs up “death row” shelter cats
with select inmates as part of a rehabilitation program. It
seems to be a pretty wonderful thing for both the inmates
and the cats.

Competition
This issue we are giving all of you a chance to win a great prize! Just complete the question below and send us
your answers to be in the draw.
Fill in your answers in the space provided. Include your name, address and phone number and post or hand your entry in to The Vet
Clinic for your chance to win your pet a free vaccination and health check valid from the 1st of May, 2015 to 1st of May, 2016. The
winner will be drawn on the 30th April.

Name 5 kinds of animals whose plural does not end with ‘s’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
NAME :
ADDRESS:
PHONE :
Here are a couple more riddles for you to work out just for fun! (Answers are at the end of the newsletter)
1.Three people bought a pet one day. Their names were Zach, Rachel, and Hubert. The animals they bought were a
snake, a parrot, and a guinea pig. They bought their pets for $100, $50, and $25.
Can you find out which person bought which animal for which amount of money using these clues?
1. Zach is allergic to birds.
2. Hubert couldn’t get the $100 pet, so he bought the snake.
3. Rachel saved $10 a week for ten weeks in order to get her pet.
4. The mammal was $25.
2. I am known for my beard, but not for my hair
My name sounds mythical, but the fire’s not there
I adore the heat and I cannot stand the cold
I also look like I’m from days of old
What animal am I?
3.Five of the six listed words share a common characteristic.
Which word does not belong?
1. Fantasy
2. Smother
3. Smidge
4. Stick
5. Bunker
6. Smite

A Wee Problem

Male cats can easily develop obstruction of the urethra which is the tube
draining urine from the bladder out of the penis. Obstructions are often the
result of plugs of inflammatory material, mucus, crystals and small stones
(called calculi) that have formed in the kidneys and have passed down into the
bladder. The cause of the inflammatory materials and stone formation is not well
understood, though viral infections and diet may play a role. Other causes are
reported such as cancer, previous injury causing scarring, stress and trauma.
Signs and Symptoms:
Most affected cats are within 1 to 10 years of age. Signs and symptoms may vary from mild to severe. Initially cats may
show signs of urinary tract inflammation and discomfort, including straining to urinate, frequent urination, blood in the
urine, painful urination, and inappropriate urination (urinating outside of a litter box).
These bouts can resolve in 5–7 days but recur in many cats within 6–12 months. Symptoms are profound and life
threatening if complete obstruction occurs and no urine can get out of the body. Once cats become completely obstructed,
they may attempt to urinate in the litter box but will expel no urine. The cat may cry, move restlessly, or hide because of
discomfort, and eventually will lose its appetite and become lethargic.
Complete obstruction can cause death of the cat in 3–6 days. A cat with a urethral obstruction will have a large, painful
bladder that is easily felt in the back half of the belly unless the bladder has ruptured.
Some risk factors have been evaluated for lower urinary tract disease in cats. Increased risk was found in cats that eat dry
food, being kept indoors, nervous/fearful/aggressive behaviors, stress, and being in a multi-cat household. The incidence
of urinary obstructions is reportedly higher in the winter months.

Treatment:

Cats that have a urinary obstruction require emergency treatment. The cat would need to be placed on IV fluids and
given a general anesthesia to allow placement of a catheter into the urethra to flush out the plug or force the stone(s)
into the bladder. The bladder is thoroughly flushed and drained through the catheter to remove any remaining sediment.
The urinary catheter is then typically left in place for a few days until urethral swelling subsides. Once the catheter is
removed, the cat is then evaluated to make sure it can urinate freely before it can be discharged from the hospital. Your
veterinarian may also prescribe pain medication, a diet change to decrease crystal-forming tendency, or other drugs to
make the cat more comfortable and to help it relax.
In cats with bladder stones that can be flushed into the bladder, a cystotomy (surgical opening of the bladder) is performed to remove the stones. Cystotomy is also performed in cats with congenital outpouchings of the bladder.
As diet plays a major role in the formation of crystals, it is most important to keep your cat(s) on a high quality diet
and maintain a healthy weight. If you are unsure about what is best to feed your cat, pop into either The Vet Clinic or
For Pets Sake and our nurses will be more than happy to help you.

ANSWERS to our other riddles:
1. Zach got the guinea pig for 25, Hubert got the snake for 50 and Rachel got the parrot for 100
2. Bearded Dragon
3. All the words contain a bug type except for Bunker – fantasy, smother, smidge, stick, smite

